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Open-source hardware  



Passion



Build your own gear



Document and share your gear



Document and share your gear





Inflatodesign:  one of 40000 hobbyist yahoogroups



Zeroprestige.org

Zeroprestige.org - Open source approach to kite 
and kite powered vehicle design, tens of 
thousands of visits; up to 400 kites built from 
these plans.





www.surfplan.com.au

http://www.surfplan.com.au




what people make:

from the sublime : coffee cup ramjet

Document and share your gear



What people make:

to the ridiculous : Tron Guy

Surrounded by passion





Lowering the threshold for 
individuals to publish their 
ideas.
- it’s now easier to blog 
than keep a journal. Harnessing the power of 

richly linked user 
generated content.
- quality considered 
reference-able by WIRED 
and other news sources.



Harry Peach, William Morris, Crafts revival, DRYAD 
LEAFLETS c.1910
Haynes Manuals



So, what’s new?









Custom is cool



They have a 
waterjet…

Where are their CAD 
files?

Custom is cool



You can get anything



You can get anything



Lowered threshold for documentation 
and collaboration plus lower threshold 
for making things yields custom, local 

solutions.



Instructables: 
step-by-step instruction and 
documentation for sharing of 
projects. 

Here’s our first stab at facilitating custom, local solutions





The majority of the 
things people make, or 
do, can be 
represented as a linear 
sequence of steps or 
instructions.

Key insight
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Intuitive tools for 
stepwise 
documentation, 
sequencing, and 
organizing.

Key features
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Step by step 
processes of one 
user can be 
abstracted as a 
sub-routine for 
another user.

Sub-routine abstraction
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Intuitive branching and 
personalizing of projects.  
Common sub-routines lower 
the effort required to document 
one’s projects and/or 
deviations on another persons 
project.

Branching



Nonlinear design paths



Methods section



Open-source car?



“Wholly new forms of encyclopedias will 
appear, ready-made with a mesh of associative 
trails running through them, ready to be 
dropped into the memex and there amplified.”

“One can now picture a future investigator in his 
laboratory. His hands are free, and he is not 
anchored. As he moves about and observes, he 
photographs and comments. Time is 
automatically recorded to tie the two records 
together. If he goes into the field, he may be 
connected by radio to his recorder. As he ponders 
over his notes in the evening, he again talks his 
comments into the record. His typed record, as 
well as his photographs, may both be in 
miniature, so that he projects them for 
examination.”

“As we may think”
Vannevar Bush
Atlantic Monthly, 1945

Profoundly influenced 
the architecture of the 
web yet the ‘Memex’
and rich sharing of data 
on the physical world 
hasn’t yet been realized.



Inspire – be inspired



thank you

squidlabs
radical innovation

www.instructables.com

http://www.instructables.com

